Arch RoamRight
FAQs Related to
COVID-19*
As of 9/24/2021
COVID-19 is impacting worldwide travel, with continued spread and disruptions expected. COVID-19 became a known event on
January 21, 2020 and was recognized as an epidemic as of February 3, 2020. The US began instituting restrictions on travel
on March 21, 2020. As of March 21, 2020, COVID-19 is considered a foreseeable event and as of this date, COVID-19 and its impacts to travel are not covered under our plans. Claims due to known, foreseeable, or expected events, epidemics, government
prohibitions, warnings, quarantine including quarantine due to COVID exposure, travel advisories or fear of travel are generally
not covered, and coverage can vary by state.
However, until further notice, although not covered under most plans, we are currently temporarily accommodating claims
during the pandemic.

Under the Emergency Medical Expense Benefit:
Emergency medical expenses for an insured who becomes ill with COVID-19 and requires medical treatment while on their trip.

Under the Emergency Medical Evacuation Benefit:
Transportation to a higher level of care for an insured when their condition is acute, severe or life threatening as a result of
contracting COVID-19 while on their trip. Transport must be authorized as medically necessary by the attending Physician and
our Program Assistance Provider.

Under the Trip Cancellation or Trip Interruption Benefits:
Trip cancellation and trip interruption if an insured, insured's family member, or a traveling companion, or a business partner or
a traveling companion's family member tests positive with COVID-19 either before or during their trip with a signed Attending
Physician Statement.
These accommodations are strictly applicable to COVID-19 and are only available for insureds whose plan includes the applicable
benefit. All other terms, conditions, and exclusions of the plan apply as normal.

Will my Plan cover trip cancellation
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or interruption because of fear of

by my travel supplier during any part of my trip and I am prevented

travel due to the Coronavirus?

from embarking or continuing with my trip as a result, would I or my

Like most travel insurance plans available,

traveling companion have coverage?
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There is no coverage for trip cancellation or trip interruption if
your results do not arrive in time for your trip departure. It is the
insured’s responsibility to get all necessary travel affairs in
order prior to the trip departure date.

operable forseeability date triggering or
precluding said coverage?
If the Plan was purchased on or before March 21, 2020,
Trip cancellation or Trip interruption benefits may be
available to cover expenses if Insured is physically

If I am required to provide proof of a negative test in
order to board my cruise ship or participate on a tour
or excursion, is the cost of my test covered?

quarantined prior to departure or while traveling due to
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The cost of a test as a general screening requirement is not
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How can travel assistance help if I test positive

may have coverage for the cost of the test.

for coronavirus while traveling?

If I test positive as a result of the testing requirement
to return to the United States, what coverage is available?
If you test positive, you may have coverage for trip interruption

If you or your traveling companion test positive for
coronavirus while traveling, travel assistance may help
you make arrangements to extend your hotel stay, locate
alternate accommodations, make changes to your travel
bookings and more.
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tion under your active Arch RoamRight policy outside of
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If I am on my trip, contract Coronavirus and
quarantined on premises, do I have any coverage?
You would have coverage for medical expenses incurred while
you are on your trip. If your scheduled return date approaches
and you are still quarantined, there is coverage for additional
nights and meals under the trip delay benefit as well as trip interruption coverage to rebook your flight. Coverage for the hotel
nights during your scheduled trip dates are not covered because
you are still using your accommodations.
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Based on destination requirements, a letter stipulating

My tour operator cancelled my tour because of the

this information will be attached to the traveler's Confir-

Coronavirus outbreak. Is this covered?

mation of Benefits upon Pro and Pro Plus plan purchase.

There is no coverage under the plan for this circumstance. You

the policyholder can email the customer service depart-

should seek a refund from your tour operator and other travel

ment at customerservice@roamright.com with their

suppliers, including your airline carrier. Note that if your plan

policy number and names affiliated with the policy.

If the letter has not been sent immediately after purchase,

includes the Cancel For Any Reason Benefit, it does not cover
penalties associated with any air or other travel arrangements
not provided by Travel Supplier or the failure of Travel Supplier to
provide the bargained-for Travel Arrangements due to cessation
of operations for any reason.

*https://www.roamright.com/Coverage-Alert-COVID-19/ and
https://www.roamright.com/claims/significant-travel-events/
Insurance coverage described is underwritten by Arch Insurance Company, NAIC #11150, a member company of Arch Insurance Group Inc. The policy contains reductions,
limitations, and termination provisions. Full details of the coverage are contained in the policy. If there are any conflicts between this document and the policy, the policy
shall govern. Not all coverages are available in all jurisdictions. Please refer to your policy for detailed terms and conditions.
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